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Trotskyism:
What It Isn't and
What It Is!
This article was first published in Spartacist (German
edition) No. 14, Winter 1989-90. There are two additions to
the English text, one dealing with the "Trotskyist" revisionists
as the political heirs of the London Bureau and the other
with the role played by' former American Healyite leader
Tim Wohlforth against the struggle for authentic Trotskyism
in the U.S. Other minor changes and corrections have also
been made.

. To the workers of Germany,
East and West, and to
European and other militants
In East Germany, what had seemed to be the most. enirenched Stalinist regime in Eastern Europe is crumbling
under mass opposition to its rule. We Trotskyists of the
International Communist League (Fourth Internationalist)
stand with all those in the DDR who are seeking to establish genuine sodalist egalitarianism, through breaking the
repressive political apparatus of the Stalinist bureaucracy.

Trepper
Salutes
Trotskyists
Leopold Trepper,
leader of Soviet
"Red Orchestra"
network in
Nazi-occupied
Europe, saluted
the Trotskyists'
intransigent fight
against Stalinism.
Quotation ·at
right is from
Russian edition
of his memoirs
(for translation
see indented quote,
facing page).

We stand with those members and ex-members of the SED
who defend the gains the working people achieved through
the overthrow of capitalism. We stand for the communism
of Lenin and Trotsky's Bolshevik Party.
The '''reformers'' in the bureaucracyare'promising "socialist renewaL" But Stalinism can't deliverr. anY kind of
"renewal." As an ideology Stalinism is si~ply;tn"apology
for the rule of the bureaucracy. Its slogans. and' "debates"
are but arguments about how to put the best· false face on
the policies of betrayal. Without state power, Stalinist ideology is an empty shell, devoid of any relev'ance to the
' ' , >!,
question of proletarian power.
The bureaucracy headed by J.Y. Stalin arose from the
devastation and atomization of the Russiaii"wcirking class
in the Civil War and from the failure and ·defeat of the
proletarian revolution internationally-p'articiilarly the
1923 German Revolution. Lenin's program of proletarian
internationalism-concretely embodied in the understanding that the survival of the October Revolution depended
on its extension through working-class revolution, particularly in the advanced capitalist countries-was dumped and
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replaced by the Stalinist "theory" of "socialism in one
country."
To consolidate its rule the bureaucracy had to destroy
the entire leadership of the Bolshevik Party ·that had made
the 1917 Russian Revolution. Millions of Communists
were murdered., During the Moscow Trials false "confessions" were extracted from Stalin's victims-not simply
through slieer'police-state terror but through the belief of
many of t~e victims that in going along with Stalin's monstrous accusations t~ey were "serving' the Revolution."
In his m~moirs Leopold Trepper-the founder and leader
of the Soviet "Red Orchestra" espionage network in Nazioccupied Europe, whose heroism was "rewarded" with ten
years in Lubianka-damned "all those who did not rise up'
against the Stalinist machine.".In answer 'to;"who did protest at that time?:' Trepper, who wi!s:not a Trotskyist but a
Polish Jewish Communist, wrote:
"
.
"The Trotskyites can lay claim to this honor. Following the
example of ·their leader, who was rewarded for his obstinacy' with the end of an ice-axe, they fought Stalinism to
the death, and they were the only ones who did ....
. "Today, the Trotskyites have a right to accuse those who'
once howled along with the wolves. Let them not forget.
hqw.~~er'l~raJI!)1ey had the enormous advantage over us of
h~vi.ng .a,S9herent pOlitical system capable of replacing
Stalilii~'m:'Tt\ey had something to cling to in the midst of
tJieirl~rofouna distress at seeing the revolution betrayed.
They iliej; not' .'confess,' for they knew that their confession
w(JuJdi.serye.nejtl)er the party nor socialism."
;t"':l;,,:,,:rh£.9~ea( Game (1977)

The, T!9t~.~y:is.t~ ..kn_ew that Stalinism-the bureaucratic
stranglehold over economic, political and cultural life in
the SOVi~LU,I)!.9I1"t~~e betrayal·of revolutionary struggle
and appea.~ym~f)tl.~fimperiaiism internationally-was not
communi.~lJl:.l~u!;li.ts afltithesis. And they knew that rather
than "ser.Y!\!1grt.~.~_R,e,volution" this parasitic bureaucratic
caste ef)(\i\,ngered the very survival of the Russian
Revolution.
Trotsky.analyzed both the social conditions which led to
the rise of ~t~linism: and the instabilities and contradictions
inherent:'\~J the rule of this bureaucratic caste-which is
simultaneously dependent on the collectivized property
forms of.the.w.orkers·state and reflects and acts as the transmitting .-'"
mechanism
,. ,,,1- J for the pressures of imperialism in
underminiiriphe"workers state. Trotsky foresaw that this
balancing .act was inherently unstable; the contradiction
must be reiblVed either in the <;Jirection of capitalist restoration, or by proletarian political revolution against the
bureaucracy ·~o restore state power to the working class,
orgariizec\,o'n"the basis of internationalist soviet democracy.
In his' 'w,or~ (most systematically in The Revolution
Betraye~".»:ri!ten. i~ 1936) Trotsky analyzed the Stalinist
Soviet
society and proved scientifically that
deformation of,.)'.I)l.,:
....
Russia wasnot. ... socialist" nor was it moving in that direction. He 'de!~;;-n~t'rated that wage differentials among the
layers o(iiJ'e working people had sharply increased, and
contrasted'.; to the, Marxist understanding of the gradual
"withering, a~ay of the state" in the progress toward socialism the~_ca.ncerous growth of'Stalin's monstrous apparatus of ;po\.icecst<it.e repression. He castigated the social
conservatism of,the bureaucracy, documenting for example
the reyersa.l..o.f, Bolshevik policies aimed at securing for
women equal participation in social and economic life. He
analyzed the,bureaucratic disorganization of economic life
and the aernoraliziilg effect on the working people of the
display,_oL.the,pri.v.ileges of the bureaucratic elite and

Stalinism In crisis. Beijing Spring 1989 (top'), Ctllnese
workers enter the battle under the banner, "Students:'
The Workers Hav~ Arrived." Striking Soviet miners
challenge Gorbachev's anti-working-class "market
reforms" (~enter): SED members demonstrate In East
Berlin, 8 November 1989 (bottom). -_." ',', '-".
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wrote: "Under a nationalized economy, quality demands a
democracy of producers and consumers, freedom of criti. cism and initiative-conditions incompatible with a totalitarian regime of fear, lies and flattery." And reasserting
the once-common Leninist understanding that socialism is
and must be an international system, Trotsky insisted that
the looming Second World War and the prospect of social
convulsions in the capitalist countries would also shake the
brittle Stalinist regime to its foundations. '
:'More than 50 years ago, Trotsky predicted the unraveling
of Stalinist bureaucratic rule which is now being seen from
Prague to Beijing. In Poland, decades of Stalinist economic'
mismanagement, corruption and stultifying bureaucrati'c'
repressiveness deprived the regime of any moral authority
to combat the restorationist schemes of international finance
capital and the Vatican; the bankruptcy of Stalinism in'
Poland has now resulted in the election of an openly
counterrevolutionary Solidarnosc government. In East Germany, where a Tiananmen-style massacre was narrowly·
av'erted, members and former members of the SED have
demonstrated in the streets under banners demanding
"Return to Lenin," but in other demonstrations ominous
reva~chist §Iogans have also made their appearance.
, -In 'the Soviet Union, where Gorbachev now faces opposition from miners and other workers resisting the effects
of perestroika, the regime's fostering of "market socialism'"
has unleashed deadly conflict between the republics, as the
better-off areas seek to benefit at the expense of their
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neighbors; from the bloody conflicts in the Caucasus, to
the 'Baltic nationalists who carry the flags of the "inder pendent" imperialist-puppet interwar regimes, to the Great,
Russian chauvinists and anti-Semites of the sinister
Pamyat, these forces threaten the 'dismemberment of the
multinational USSR. In China, where "market socialism"
has achieved its fullest expression accompanied by enor- .
mous social dislocation, 'the accumulation of vast private
fortunes and a huge' increase in the gap between rich and
poor in the cities and countryside, it was the entry of
. discontented workers into the student-initiated pro-democracy protests that precipi.tated the government's Tiananmen
'massacre.
Trotsky was' a leader, together with Lenin, of the Bol. shevik Revolution. He founded and led the Red Army
that defeated the forces of counterrevolution during the
Civil War. Decades of Stalinist lies and calumnies against
Trotsky and the physical obliteration of his supporters in the
Soviet Union ultimately did not succeed in burying this
history. The Gorbachev bureaucracy of Stalin's heirs today
" encompasses a substantial layer of "Western-oriented" intelligentsia, mainly the sons and daughters of the bureaucracy, which was getting pretty tired of sitting down to sip
champagne with Western "academic Marxists" 'and U.S.
State Department hacks only to be confrontedCwith gibes
about the yawning "blank spaces" of So,iiet history. Thus
glasnost-although intended centrally 'to facilitate perestroika against the resistance of bureaucratic conservatives

.,

Bulletin of the, Oppo~ition
(BolsheVik-Leninist)
The complete Russian Bulletin of the Opposition is a
primary documentary record of the struggle of the
Bolshevik-Leninists during the period of Leon Trotsky's
exile from the Soviet'Union in 1929 until August 1941.
Addressing the urgent programmatic issues for revolutionists facing World War II-Hitler.'s rise.to power, the
Popular· Front, the defense of the Soviet Union-the
Bulletin, edited by Trotsky, was the journal most heavily
and directly i'llnuenced by him during this' period.
A publisher's note in the first issue stated: "The
immediate aim of this publication is to serve the
practical struggle in the Soviet Republic for the cause
of Marx and Lenin." The last number published an
appeal" For the Defense of the USSR."
Read the true history of the Trotskyist fight 'for Soviet
military defense, soviet democracy and international
proletarian revolution!
- " - - - - - - - I n Russian - - - - - - - Volume I 1929-1930
Volume 1111934-1937
Volume 111931-1933
Volume IV 1938-1941
Published by Monad Press

, Prlc,e: $300 (four,volume set, postpaid)
Above: Bulletin No. 52-53, October 1936
Headline: "The Moscow Trials-Trial of October"
Picture caption: "The Real Defendants"
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Yenlselsk, Siberia, 1928:
Russian Trotskyists exiled
In Stalinist camps demand
on the anniversary of the
1917 Revolution, "Turn
the Fire to the Right.
Against Kulak, Nepman
and Bureaucrat-Not In
Words but In Deeds."

as well, as,.t9 '!f!habilitate Nikolai Bukharin, the leader of
the Righ,t,Opp'o~ition whose policies in many ways prefigured "1Tl¥ket, ,socialism"-has also generated pressure toward removing the figure of Trotsky from ,the realm of
demonology and restoring him to official Soviet history,
Of course ,it is a welcome tum of events if the heirs of
Stalin are forced to try to rehabilitate themselves by acknowledging what "everybody knows" to be the truth, But
Trotskyism isn't just '.'history," it is the program of struggle
to preserve. and carry forward the heritage of Leninismthe rul~;of.t1jblproletariat,organized on the basis of Sovie'(
democracy. and the struggle for world socialist revolution-against the fierce resistance of the bourgeoisie and
their sqcial-democratic lackeys and against the perversion
and betrayal of Leninism by the Stalinist usurpers"
While Stalinism was created as an ideology to justify the
existence, of a privileged bureaucratic caste and has survived solely on the material basis of holding sta,te, power, '
Trotskyism has a political vitality, As Trotsky wrote in the
founding dpcul1)e[lt of the Fourth International, "its, indestructible force stems from the fact that it expresses not
only revolutionary tradition but also today's actual'opposi,
tion of the Russian working class, The social hatred stored'
up by the workers against the bureaucracy-this is precisely what from the viewpoint of the Kremlin clique constitutes 'Trotskyism',"
With the 1945 victory of the Allied imperialis'ts and

Stalin's Russia over Hitler, the postwar world took shape.
The Communist parties in capitalist West Europe worked
overtime to derail the possibility of socialist revolutions
there, while in East Germany and throughout Eastern Europe capitalism was abolished by the Red Army from the
top down. What was excluded in both cases was the revo- '
lutionary mobilization of the working people. Eastern Europe was freed from its pro-Nazi ruling classes and from
.capitalist exploitation, but the working class was politically,
padlocked and well aware that the Soviet military held the
decisive levers, of power. Today Gorbachev, impelled by
his own internal problems, has turned the key and Eastern
Europe is exploding with political ferment-from all quarters, in every conceivable direction from outright capitalist
restorationists to anti-bureaucratic Communists.
Today, with everyone from Gorbachev on down willing
to say bad things about "Stalinism," there is a renewal of ,
interest in Trotsky-although few 'really know what he '
stood for (since his life and work have been both hidden:
and lied about for decades in the' "official" histories). Now
seeking to intervene into the events in East Germany are
numerous claimants to the mantle of Trotskyism hoping to
trade on his revolutionary heritage, The question is: how'
are people who have been deprived of any knowledge of'
"Trotskyism" supposed to be able to tell the real thing as
opposed to the fakers and pretenders? To assist we will
,offe,r a littlehisiory,

I. Leon Trotsky and t,he.,C:omirig. of World War II
D~~oc~ats: who overwhelmingly commanded the alle-:
gia,nce: of tlie' powerful German workers movement. That
this: crime' did not provoke fights and spli ts within the.
In 1938, on tlie'eve of World War II, Trotsky proclll\mei!, : :' Qoinmunist' parties internationally led the Trotskyists to'
the founding of a new revolutionary Iritematicin'aLin 'the
conchlde'there was no place for revolutionaries in the Sta-;
urgent attempt to resolve the "crisis of leadership" that had
'li,nized : Third International. This conclusion was comleft the international proletariat defenseless before fascism'
'pounded by the 'CI's policy of the "People's Front," of
and imperialist carnage, Hitler's Nazis had come.topower
allying the workers movement with the parties of so-called:
in Germany unopposed by the Stalinists or the Social
"democratic" imperialism.

The Foundation of Trotsky's:: ."
Fourth International
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Freighter hit by German torpedo near Murmansk In
WW II. At least seven American Trotskyist merchant
seamen were killed during the war, some sailing on
the Murmansk· run In aHempt to distribute miniature
copies of the Bulletin of the Opposition (inset).
Scherschel/Life
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The Transitional Program, the founding document of
Trotsky's Fourth International, was the continuation and
extension of the program that had led to the victory of the
Bolshevik ·Revolution. It upheld Trotsky's theory of "per·
manent revolution" which was confirmed in the course of
the Russian Revolution-that in the epoch of imperialism
in underdeveloped countries even the most elementary
bourgeois-democratic tasks can only be accomplished by
the working class taking power at the head of the oppressed
masses.
Against the betrayal of proletarian struggle to the
"People's Front," the Transitional Program reasserted the
fundamental Marxist principle of the unconditional independence of the working class from its capitalist exploiters
and oppressors. It was under this banner, embodied in the
slogan "Down with the Ten Capitalist Ministers! All Power
to the Soviets!", that Lenin and Trotsky led the proletariat
to power in 1917.
The Trotskyists steadfastly stood for the unconditional
military defense of the Soviet Union against imperialist
attack and internal counterrevolution, despite the Stalinist
misrulers. At the same time the Fourth International understood that this defense also required a proletarian political
revolution to oust the Stalinist. bureaucrats who had robbed
political power from the working masses and whose hideously repressive, nationalist rule threatened the conquests
of the Russian Revolution. Trotsky called for the return to
the working people of their state through restoring the rule
of soviets (councils of workers and soldiers) and sought to
mobilize the Soviet working masses against the bureaucracy on the basis of the socialist egalitarianism and revolutionary internationalism that were the foundation of the
Russian workers state.
For all their youth, inexperience and episodic disorientation, the. small forces of Trotskyist cadre fought with
courage and audacity during the war to carry out this pro. gram. American Trotskyists risked their lives to sail on the
Murmansk run to get their propaganda into the hands of
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Russian workers and soldiers. The' 1945· Saig-onuprising
was led by Vietnamese Trotskyists. In the'far-f1ung colonial empires of the Allies, particularly 'Indochina -and the
Indian subcontinent, currents identified 'with Trotskyism.
had a strong appeal to advanced workers and independence
fighters, as against the Stalinist parties-bound to the bloc
on a world scale with the "anti-fascist" coldnial'imperialist
camp-which had to rein in mass strugglesfiigilinst the imperialist masters.
The Dutch Trotskyists struggled, with great capacity and
few cadre, in illegality during the Nazi occupation of Hoiland. As early as 1943, with Germany already decisively
defeated but with no Allied imperialist landings having
taken place yet, they saw that it was a race against the
clock between European working-class revolutions and an
Allied-led counterrevolution leading to the division of Europe between Roosevelt, Churchill and Stalin which would
work against the revival of the German workers movement
at the war's end.
There are more examples of the heroism of the forces of
the Fourth International in the face of overwhelming odds.
But by the end of the war, large numbers of Trotskyist
cadre had been wiped out by war and repression. Many
were murdered by the Stalinists.

The Defectors
The 4 August 1914 betrayal of the German Social Democrats, who in the face of war went over to the side of their
"own" ruling class, has been repeated many times in the
workers movement. In World War II, the Stalinist Communist parties allied with one gang of imperialist warmongers,
opposing working-class struggle in the "Allied" countries
as treason to the so-called "Great Patriotic War Against
Fascism."
The Trotskyists recognized that the war was not a struggle between "democratic" imperialism and fascism but an
interimperialist conflict aimed at the redivision of the
world. Toward the imperialist powers the Trotskyis!s were,
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as Lenin was in World War I, revolutionary defeatist. At
the same time, they called on the international working
class to militarily defend the Soviet Union.
Nonetheless, although on a smaller scale, the second imperialis.t war also produced deformations in and defections
from the Trotskyist movement. In the U.S. party, the Socialist Workers Party (SWP), the signing of the Stalin-Hitler pact together with the Soviet occupation of eastern
Poland and the invasion of Finland produced an opposition
which renounced defense of the Soviet i.Jnion in adaptation
to a frenzied outcry of petty-bourgeois public opinion over
the supposed violation of "poor little Finland" and the
identification of Stalinism with fascism.
Up until the outbreak of the war, the SWP opposition led
by Max Shachtman and James Burnham had declared. that
they too stood for the unconditional defense of the Soviet
Union against imperialist attack, despite the Stalinist bureaucracy. They did not shrink from this position when the
Stalinists betrayed the workers by strangling the forces for
proletarian revolutiori during the Spanish Civil War. But at
that time the Kremlin's participation in the Republican
camp was supported by bourgeois democrats around the
world. In 1939-40 when the question of the defense of the
Soviet Union was posed in the concrete, the opposition
"welched on their promise," to use the words of SWP
leader James P. Cannon.
Trotsky.played· a 'major role in the ensuing faction fight
in the Americ;an p.arty. The close collaboration of Trotsky,
combined with.the fact that the SWP, unlike other sections
of the Fourth International, was not directly subjected to
the ravages of the war, made the fight with the anti-Soviet
opposition a;s!lrrogate for such a struggle throughout the
international Trotskyist movement.
The Shil,c,b.tman-Ied minority split from the organization.
Over the years, and heightened under the pressures of the
Cold War, they evolved into anti-Soviet "socialist" advisers
to the State Department and the CIA. At the time of
America's 1961 Bay of Pigs invasion of Cuba, Shachtman
gave a speech alibiing the counterrevolutionary invaders as
including some "good stout working class fighters" who
were fighting Stalinist "totalitarianism."
When on 17 June 1953 the East German workers were
the first to rise up against Stalinism, they immeasurably
assisted authentic socialists in the West to reject the blandishments of "State Department socialism." The monstrous
crimes of Stalinism-the purge trials and labor campsfacilitated the fake-"democratic" pretensions of imperialism, and the onset of the Cold War unleashed a' barrage of
bourgeois "political theorists" (exemplified by Hannah
Arendt) arguing that Stalinist totalitarianism had reduced
the workers of the Soviet bloc to mindless, soulless slaves
rendered now and forever incapable of struggle. Therefore,
they argued, partisans of the workers' struggle should be
in the front ranks of the new imperialist crusade against
Stalinism. The East German workers, by their revolutionary action, punctured this myth and made it possible for
those Western radicals who wanted to do so to make an
aggressive counterthrust against imperialist propaganda.
But of course many "radicals" wanted only to continue
their bloc with their own bourgeoisie.
.
The Sozialistische Arbeitergruppe (SAG) are the direct
heirs of Max Shachtman. Their British leader Tony 'Cliff
split from the Trotskyist movement in 1950, refusing to
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1939 article by James Burnham and:Max Shachtman.
Trotsky called Shachtman's skepticism on dialectical
materialism "the greatest blow that you, personally,
as editor of the New International, could have delivered to Marxist theory." ThIs was soon expressed In
Shachtman's opposition to Soviet defenslsm.
defend the North Korean deformed workers state against
U.S. imperialism. Today, the SAG sees the mass protests
in East Germany as an uprising against "capitalist" exploitation. For them, there are no social gains to be defended
in the collectivized property forms that exist in Eastern
Europe and the Soviet Union.
. Like Shachtman, this position has led the SAG not only
into supporting some of the darkest forces of imperialist
reaction but into offering them as a model for struggle
against Stalinist "totalitarianism." Following the Soviet
withdrawal from Afghanistan, the Cliffites cheered on the
CIA-funded mujahedin who were preparing to drown any
and every element of social progress in blood, with declarations that a "Mojahedin victory will encourage the 'opponents of Russian rule everywhere in the USSR and Eastern
Europe" (Socialist Worker, 4 February 1989)! It is small
wonder that the SAG has attracted to its ranks many
skinheads, among the most loathsome SA-type [Sturmabteiiung] expressions of resurgent German nationalism
and imperialist revanchism.
The British Workers Power organization and its League
for a Revolutionary Communist International (in West
Germany the Gruppe Arbeitermacht and the. Gruppe
ArbeiterInnenstandpunkt in Austria) drifted left from its
origins in the Cliff organization. Workers Power has done
such things as supporting the Ayatollah Khomeini in
his struggle for power and initially in, his war with
Iraq. They also "critically" championed Solidarnosc while
admitting that if Lech Walesa & Co. should conquer it
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The renegades didn't stop with Kautsky. Left to right: Max Shachtrrian, Tony Cliff, Michel Pablo, Ernest Mandel.

would mean capitalist restoration. Now that there is a
Solidarnosc-Ied government, Workers Power pathetically
opines, "Poland: No Return to Capitalism"!
Most recently this outfit tried out the nasty 'practice of
calling upon capitalist governments to throw out the ainbas-'
sadors from "bad" deformed workers.. states. As far as we
know only one of the groups that adhere to: the LRCrs'
'·'democratic-centralist" international did. this,' the Irish'
Workers Group who called on the southernhish Republi~

to throw out the Chinese ambassador as a statement of
"solidarity" with those murdered by the Chinese Stalinists
in Tiananmen Square. Of course if pushed by tens of thousands of students defending a woman's right to abortion, the
government of the Irish Republic would probably want to
pull its own Tiananmen Square to stop the demon of dissolute youth desecrating the values, most sacred to the
government forces, .upon which this bourgeois'clericalist
state was .formed.
.

II. The Cold War' and "Trotskyist" Revisionism.
. In Europe, the decimation of Trotskyist cadre during the'
the expansion of Stalinist-ruled states in Ea~tern 'Europe .
war combined with events in the aftermath of the war led
With the military victory of the Red ArmY o'ver'the Nazis
to the emergence of a revisionist current within the Fourth': · and their puppet:tegimes, the former rulers fled to the nearInternational. Trotsky had predicted that the war would
· est American headquarters leaving behind a power vacuum
provoke soc'ial convulsions throughout the capitalist world, ',which was filled by the Soviet army. Confronted with the
as the First World War had done, which would necessarily
o,nset of the Cold War, the Stalinists were forced to estabhave a profoundly destabilizing effect on the Stalinist
lish deformed workers states in these countries as a "buffer
bureaucracies.
zone."
Trotsky'S warning that Stalinism posed a deadly danger
These deformed workers states, which carried out the
to the USSR's very survival was borne out in the initial
expropriation of these ruling classes whose power was brocollapse of the Red Army, which had been decapitated by
ken when Hitler's Nazis were smashed, were established'
Stalin, in the face of Hitler's invasion, before the Soviet
· without revolutions (with the exception of Yugoslavia,
masses rallied to the defense of their country (ultimately,
where Tito's partisans prevailed in a peasant guerrilla war).
20 million Soviet citizens gave their lives in the smashing
These were cold social revolutions from the top down. The
Soviet military forces were the state power; they estabof Hitler's armies on the Eastern Front). Trotsky's prediclished governments of the Walter Ulbrichts, the surviving
tions of renewed capitalist crisis were fully confirmed by
the objective situation at the end of the war, as the 'old
Stalinist hacks who arrived back in Germany from Moscow
imperial powers of Europe were militarily devastated and
and set up the SED in 1946 as the ruling party whose "leadpolitically tainted with fascism, the ties to their colonial
ing role" was until just recently prescribed in the DDR
constitution. The structures set up paralleled those which
empires disrupted or shattered. All that remained was to
throw them out and the means were in the hands of the
issued from the Stalinist degeneration of the USSR. Thus
proletariat.
the expansion of "Soviet-bloc" states was at the same time
Instead Stalin propped up his "democratic" Western ala padlock and chain on the working class-a chain which
lies. In Italy and Greece, naked treachery was required to
despite episodic workers' struggles was in place for, four
militarily and politically disarm the Resistance forces and
decades but has now been broken.
hand power back to the capitalist class. In France, the StaJust as the restabilizatiPn of capitalist imperialism with
linists had to work overtime as proponents of capitalist
the containment of the I'Russian menace" was at the root
"national reconstruction" in order to establish a stable
of Stalinism, after World War II the revisionist current
bourgeois regime.
which arose in the Trotskyist movement (under the leaderA postwar development unanticipated by Trotsky was
ship of the impressionist Michel Pablo) adapted to the ap-
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parent stability and geographical extension of Stalinism.
The ascendancy of this revisionist current ·destroyed the
Fourth International as the nucleus of a disciplined world
party of socialist revolution (which has not prevented assorted pretenders to "Trotskyism" from claiming to be "the
Fourth International" when it suits them).
Worshipping the accomplished fact of Stalinism's sur:
vival, the Pabloists· projected a "new world reality" of
"centuries of deformed workers' states" and opined that
under mass pressure the Stalinist parties coulg be forced to
play' an "objectively revolutionary role." The need fo'r'
revolutionary Trotskyist parties to lead the.struggle for So' '
cialist revolution in the West and for political revolutio~
against the Stalinist bureaucracies was. thus obviated::,
Today the main continuators of this revisionist current-are
the ·"United Secretariat" (USec) led by Ernest,Mimdel. '.
At the time of the 17 June 1953 uprising in East Ger- .
many the Mandelites advocated the self-reform of ihe'bu' ,,'
reaucracy under the slogan for the "real democratization of
the Communist Parties," Three years later they backed
away from the Hungarian workers who had risen iJp·against
the bureaucratic rulers and their hated secret police. At the
time, they wrote thilt the absence of political leadership
in Hungary' provoked "exactly those shortcomings· and
dangers",· which had been avoided in Poland "thanks to
the leadership role" played by "the Gomulka tendency"
(Quatrieme Internationale, December 1956)!
'
.
In the 1960s the United Secretariat adapted to every
petty-bourgeois radical craze. They wrote off the working
class in the West as hopelessly bought off and counterposed the idea that "red universities" would be oases.
of revolution in'a 'supposed sea of stagnant proletarian,"
reaction. They passed through a period of vicarious
pick-up-the-glJn guerrillaism. Junking Trotsky'S theory of
permanenl"·r'e~oliItion., they postured as armchair Che
Guevaras . .
Enthusing over the Vietnamese NI.,F, in his book L'e
Parti Communisle Vielnamien (Paris 1973) French USec
leader Pierre Rousset did not condemn the murder of the
Vietnamese Trotskyists by. the Vietnamese Stalinists but
rather whitewashed these assassinations with the explana-

TrotskyIsts led 1945
SaIgon InsurrectIon.
Independence fIghters
rounded up, Jailed
and killed by French.
Inset: TrotskyIst leader
Ta Thu Thau murdered
by VIetnamese Stalinists.

tion tliat they showed "the width of the political gulf which'
then separated the Trotskyist groups from the Indochinese'
CP, the former probably underestimating the importance of
the national question in the revolutionary mobilization of
the masses,the latterpnjlfoundly underestimating the social
,question in the colonial revolution." Since Rousset also
heralded the NLF leadership as having "assimilated the decisive implications of the permanent revolution," their
murder of the Vietn'amese Trotskyists was alibied as simply
an unfortunate mistake,
In the mid-1970s the USec refused to even recognize the
existence of the surviving Vietnamese Trotskyists in exile,

No to the party of Stalin, Ernst Thillmann and Walter UlbrIcht( After
40 years the corrupt bureaucratIc rule of the StalinIst SED must gol
Forge a new communIst party In the revolutIonary. tradItIon of
Luxemburg, LenIn and Llebknechtl
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The armed struggle
against'Stalinism in
'i'" :'1
,

Estonia'
"

IN ,THE AREAS forcibly Incorpo~ Into the SOviet Union In
the Second World War, one aubJect remalna extremety
tensilive even under gllJSlJtn"; the armed reaffiance 10 50vtel
anneuUon.ln eatonla •• prominent ngure In the e.tonlan
HlatorlCilI Society, Mart Laar, waslndlcled lorwhal he ..Id
about the "Fore" Brothers"'n an .rtlde on the per10d olthli
Stallnle' tt'rror(Me W157, February 20, 19851,lor'
lran.IaUon). The Soviet central preu contlnuea to cry scandaJ
about any ct.ten.. 01 the "Forest Brothers," and thla', an
element In the Inlansmed polemics about the Baltic peo~..'

movements.

, I ;,

Ernest Mandel's USee salutes
Estonian Nazis. Alfons Rebane
(far left in boHom photo), led
"Forest Brothers" unit against
Red Army, then joined Nazi
forces. BoHom right: 3,090: people were extermlnate~ at
Klooga death camp In Estonia:

The following aruet"rom IheJune llBalaaue of ~tlpol...
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who had asked for recognition as the USec's Vietnamese
section.
In the name of "anti-imperialism,", ,the Mandelites and
their cothinkers' served as 'uncritical apologists for the
bourgeois-nationalist FLN in Algeria, about whom they
enthused for many years; Michel Pablo was a senior adviser
td the head of state, while the American SWP's Joseph
Hansen touted the brutal Algerian regime as a "workers and
peasants government."
Like Max Shachtman, the USec was ever sensitive to
petty-bourgeois public opinion. With the first hint of "Cold
War II," as imperialism went back on the offensive after
its humiliating defeat in Vietnam, the Mandelites beat a
retreat from former pro-Stalinist enthusiasm over to tailing
"Eurocommunism," voting for the installation of the most
viciously anti-Communist popular-front governments like
that of French "Socialist" Fran,<ois Mitterrand, and defending any and all manner of pro-Western Soviet "dissidents."
In the early 1980s, they joined w'ith the pro-NATO social
democrats in going all out in support of Solidarnosc in
Poland. From hailing Gomulka, whose policies began the
process of mortgaging the Polish economy to West German
bankers, decollectivization of agriculture and conciliation
of,the Catholic church, the USec went over 'to hailing a

movement for' capitalist restoration as'a "pbIi"iiCal revolution" against the Stalinist bureaucracy.
,,'", ' ..
Having championed any and every opposition'to the Soviet government, the Mandelites have"receniiy found occasion to embrace the fascistic fringe 6('miI'tic 'nationalist
movements which in the guise of "independence'; are see,king a vicious capitalist restoration. This Sep'teriJber, the
USec's journal/nrernational Viewpoint ran an article praising the Estonian Nazi "Forest Brothers" as' "freedom fighters" in the "struggle against Stalinism."
Now the USec counters the imperialists' prbclamations
of the "death of Communism'" by correctlY'.p'oiiiting out
that "what is dying is Stalinism." But this 'rings pretty hollow coming from the mouths of people wllb"!fi,tl!e, decades
ago predicted that Stalinism would survive for "c~,nturies"
and adapted their politics accordingly. Now Mandel, who
in the 1953 uprising of workers in East Germany saw a
wing of the bureaucracy as a solution, trumpet'sihe "upsurge of the mass movement rocking t~e 2p~;,'d:le talks
of the need for a "politically capable vanguard" to "open
tlie way for the victory and consolidation of. th'e'political
revolution.'" Don't buy it. Mandel and his-followers h'ive
heralded everything from university students irfthe We'5t to
the mullahs in Iran to Lech Walesa as the '''vaiiguard.''
C
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At a ra!ly to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the
founding .of Trotsky's Fourth InternatiDnal in New York
City, Claudio Magnani representing the United Secretariat
openly admitted: "We committed many mistakes, big mistakes, terrible mistakes" (printed in Bulletin in Defense of
Marxism, December 1988). Mandel's USec is shamelessly
opportunist, wildly impressiDnistic and given tD extreme
vacilIations in line-a chronic instability that reflects the
lack of a programmatic anchor. What differentiates Bolshevism from these centrist impDstors is the ability to "swim
against tlie stream" when the masses are being misled
against the historic interests of the proletariat. There wDuld
have been no OctDber Revolution if Lenin's party had submerged itself in the sea .of social-chauvinism that inundated
the Russian workers at the start of World War I. But Lenin
persevered, and three years later the Bolsheviks achieved
state pDwer.
The various revisiDnists who claim the name' of
"Trotskyism"-like Mandel's United Secretariat, Tony
Cliff's organization and Workers PDwer's League for a
Revolutionary Communist International-have foilowed
the genenil political pattern established by Max Shachtman
in bDth reflecting. and capitulating to alien class pressures.
In the.postwar period they have come to occupy roughly
the sarriepolitical niche as that of the "LDndon Bureau" in
the 1930s:
,.
The London Bu'reau (also knDwn as the LDndDn-Amsterdam Bureau ·or.the InternatiDnal Bureau for RevDlutionary
SocialistUnity) was a lash-up .of centrist organizatiDns including, at one time or another, the German Socialist Workers Party (SAP),. the Dutch Revolutionary Socialist Party
(RSP, later the Revolutionary Socialist Workers Party,
RSAP), the;. British Independent Labour Party and the
Spanish rOUM . (Workers.-Party .of Marxist Unification);
who were:driv'eh by despair and distrust of the SecDnd and
Third Internationals fDIIDwin'g Hitler's victory in Germany.
. As Trotsky nDted in his 1934 article "Centrism and the
Fourth International," the coming tD pDwer of the Nazis,
followed by the bloDdy defeat of the 1934 general strike in
Austria in which hundreds .of workers were killed and thousands more imprisoned, "placed a final cross over 'classic'
refDrmism," i.e., the perspective of peaceful, parliamentary
"evolution',' to socialism. Open reformism was supplanted
by vario~~ shadings .of centrism. The Trotskyist Left Opposition energetically sDught to intersect and win over elements from these centrist currents but fDr the most .part
was unable to overcome programmatic'aily the corigenital
reformisll! of these organizations.
Writing .of the irresDlutiDn and chronic vacillations of the
Drganizati.ons in the London Bureau, the refusal tD draw
revolutio'1ary ,c~nclusions pDsed by the impending war and
increasing poliii"al ferme'nt amDng the working class;
Trotsky predic'ted, "The failure of this group is absolutely
inevitable,'; The London Bureau coilapsed .on the eve of
World War II. Many of its fDrmer leaders, such as Willy
Brandt, Marcel Pivert and Fenner Br.ockway, returned t.o
social democracy.

The Political Bandits
This brings us tD the Bund Sozialistischer Arbeiter
(B,SA). ,The statement issued by the BSA's Political Committee entitled "East Germany-FDrward to the PDlitical
Revolution" certainly sounds very Trotskyist in many re-
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American Mandellte leader Nat Weinstein Joins anti·
Communists In raily for counterrevolutionary SoIl·
darnosc, December 1981 (above). Spartaclst League/
U.S.-demonstration at Soildarnosc' New York office,
September 1981 (below).

spects. They calI tD defend the planned state ec.onDmy. Yet
f.or over a decade, in any and every case this questiDn was
concretely posed vis-a-vis the defense of the gains of the
Russian Revoluti.on, the BSA and its sinister "InternatiDnal
CDmmittee" stood for every force that was hostile to the
USSR.'
They hailed the victory .of KhDmeini's viciously antiCDmmunist "Islamic RevDlution" in Iran: In Afghanistan,
they stood.on the side .of imperialist-financed Islamic feudal
relic.tiDn against the Soviet intervention. In P.oland, they
heralded SolidarnDsc' cDunterrevolutionary bid fDr power
as the beginning of a "political revolution."
. The BSA calIs .on East German workers tD unite with the
working class in the capitalist West in the struggle for
the United SDcialist States.of Europe. A gDod demand. Yet
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THE'liiAQ REVOLUnON
AND STAUNISM

Gerry Healy,
founder of the
BSA's International
CommlHee, a
·megalomanlac
of J.V. Stalin's
proportions. At
least from 1976,
Healy's organization
was bought and
paid for by money
from Near East
regimes. Article In
American Healylte
press alibis Iraq's
execution of 21
Communists (Inset).

during the 1984-85 British coal miners strike, the most militant class battle in the capitalist West in decades, the BSA's
then-leaders in Gerry Healy's British Workers Revolutionary
Party acted as the finger men for the most right-wing agents
of British capitalism in the labor movement in trying to
isolate and betray the miners strike-and they did it in
defense of Solidarnosc counterrevolution in Poland.
The Healyites pilloried the miners' leftist union leader
Arthur Scargill because he had, quite correctly, remarked
some months earlier that Solidarnosc was an "anti-socialist
organization" seeking the overthrow of the Polish state.
The Healyites' attack on Scargill was featured in their press
on the eve of the miners strike, precisely timed to create a
huge furor in Margaret Thatcher's union-hating press and
among the Cold War British trade-union and Labour Party
tops who used it in an attempt to cut off any solidarity with
the miners strike.
Our organization in Britain sought in every way we

could to aid the miners, fighting for workers to honor the
picket lines, campaigning for joint strike action by other
major unions, while internationally we successfully waged
a campaign of financial aid, largely from la.bor unions, to
support the miners strike and, when it was defeated, continued to aid those miners jailed by Thatchc;r.
There was nothing new in the Healyites' appeasement of
Cold War unionism. At the height of the Vietnam War, the·
American Healyites proposed a "labor party" whose platform made no mention of either the· war or the fight again'st
white racism (which is key to unlocking proletarian ·struggle in the U.S.). Today they chafge.~s with being "obsessed
witli race" and even "black iiaiional ists" because we insist
that leading the working class as a whole to champion the
rights of its most oppressed sections is an essential component of a real proletarian revolutionary program, in keeping.
with Lenin's insistence that the workers vanguard must be
a "tribune of the people."
.

Leaders of the L:ondon
Bureau (left to right):
H. Sneevllet and
Andres Nln, veteran
communist leaders,
and Fenner.Brockway,
perennial soclaldemocrat.. An unstable
bloc of left and right· .
opportunists, the
London Bureau
collapsed on eve of
World War II.
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With mind-boggling hypocrisy and chutzpah, the BSA's
International Committee is now attacking Ernest Mandel as
"an agent of capitalist restoration" in Poland for his support
to Solidarnosc. Excoriating Mandel as "absolutely hostile
to questions of political principle" they point to the Mandelites' embrace of Jacek Kuron as a "Trotskyist" despite
Kuron's "refusal to defend the conquests of the October
Revolution, conquests which, in a deformed character, were
extended into Poland following World War 11."
Mandel has certainly abandoned most every principle of
Marxism in desperate pursuit of whatever force is "in motion." But who are the Healyites to talk? Like Mandel, they
championed Solidarnosc in the name of "anti-Stalinism."
Like him they embraced Mao's Red Guards during the
Chinese "Cultural Revolution"-a bloody power struggle
between antagonistic cliques in the Chinese Stalinist
bureaucracy in which Mao's control of the army proved
decisive.
But the Healyites have gone further. When the Healyites
discovered the "Arab Revolution," they simply traded any
shred of political principle for cold, hard cash, and plenty
of it. For y.ears, the International Committee operated as
the press agents for a variety of oil-rich Middle Eastern
colonels, sheiks and dictators. They were handsomely rewarded with millions in money from Iraq, Kuwait, Libya
. and Abu Dhabi, among others. SED members should beware the BSA 's call for resolute struggle against Stalinism.
In 1979, the Healyite press hailed the Iraqi Ba'athist
regime's murder of 21 members of the Iraqi Communist
Party, which historically had commanded the allegiance of
key sections of the. working class in that country. Railing
against "counterrevolutionary Stalinism" they applauded
the execution of these Communists by a vicious bourgeois
regime.
Of course the BSA would like to say that this is all
past history, simply the work of Gerry Healy, the selfproclaimed "founder-leader" of the International Committee who was ousted from the organization in 1985. Without
the trappings of state power, Gerry Healy occupied a position in .the organization somewhat equivalent to that of J. V.
Stalin in the' Russian Communist Party. But like Stalin,
Healy did not operate alone in running a regime that was
characterized by thuggery and gangsterism internally and
externally. He had his loyal henchmen and toadies, including the current leader of the International Committee,
David North.
Not one of the leaders of the International Committee
objected to the vicious betrayals that were carried out to
get the money that came pouring in from Middle Eastern
regimes. On the contrary, Healy was deposed by his former
lieutenants only after the money was no longer coming in.
Now the BSA pays its allegiance to David North-a man
who not only made' his way into the leadership of the organization as Healy's loyal running dog but 'who continues
to carry out Healy's most despicable practices. A Healyite
renegade who has always opposed every practical and military measure to defend' the Soviet Union from imperialism, North recently committed the giant fraud of s'peaking
as a Trotskyist at the Historical Archival Institute in
Moscow.
The BSA claims to base "itself on the struggle of Leon
TrotSky" and his fight to defend the Leninist program of
proletarian internationalism against the rise.of the Stalinist

Alex Mitchell (left) and David North (right). co-authors
of "SecjJrlty and the Fourth International" slander
campaign against SWP leaders. For his efforts North
became a leader of the International Committee which
he now runs.
bureaucracy in the Soviet Union. The statement of their
Political committee correctly notes that it was this struggle
that made Trotsky not only the main target of the Moscow
Trials but which led to his murder by a GPU agent. However, for more than a decade the Healyites, and now the
Northites, have peddled a version of the Stalinist lie that
Trotsky was killed by one of "his own."
The Northites charge that Joseph Hansen, who was
Trotsky's personal secretary in Mexico and a leader of the
American Socialist Workers Party until his death in 1979,
was an accomplice of both the GPU and the FBI in
Trotsky's murder. This slander was used by North's Workers League in the Alan Gelfand case to take the SWP before
the federal courts of U.S. imperialism, demanding that the'
courts determine the membership of the SWP. Most recently the North group waged an international campaign in
support of the capitalist state's prosecution of an SWP
cadre, who is now in prison on a 25-year sentence.
While North's Workers League has never once concretely stood for the defense of the gains of the October
Revolution they have spent thousands of dollars to cripple
the Socialist Workers Party, an organization known for its
ardent suppOrt to Castro's Cuba and Sandin'ista Nicaragua.
From the Bay of Pigs invasion to CIA plots to assassinate
Fidel Castro, the U.S. rulers have long aimed their fire at
Castro's Cuba to stop the spread of revolution in "their own.
backyard" and as a stepping stone in their drive to recon' .
quer the Soviet Union for capitalist exploitation. Domesti-
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Ignace Reiss,
heroic Soviet spy
murdered by
Stalin's NKVO
after declaring for
Trotsky's Fourth
International In 1937.

cally, the American imperialists have waged a campaign of
political repression and disruption of organizations known
for their defense of the Cuban and Nicaraguan Revolutions.
The SWP was the target of heavy infiltration, burglaries,
wiretaps and harassment of its members by FBI agents.
North's outfit claims that this infiltration "proves" that the
SWP is controlled and run by the U.S. government! On the
contrary, what is questionablf;: is the fact that the Workers
League has never claimed that it has been penetrated by
agents of U.S. imperialism as has been the experience of
every other socialist or radical organization in the U.S.
How could this be?
.
This is all the more suggestive given that the present top
leadership of the Workers League includes people who
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studied in post-graduate Slavic studies-departments at elite
American universities where the CIA does its heaviest recruiting. Financed by Arab gold and perhaps from elsewhere, these Workers League leaders have done their level
best to paralyze the pro-Fidelista Socialist Workers Party
through an incessant and expensive campaign in the American courts. Did they learn all this in their elite graduate
schools of anti-Communism? Only a paranoid believes that
history is a plot but everybody knows there are plots in
history. And about this outfit we can only warn: Beware!
The BSA calls to "Overthrow the Stalinist Bureaucracy!
Build Workers' Councils in East Germany!" On the surface
of it, this would appear to echo Trotsky's call for a proletarian political revolution. In fact, the BSA's characterization of the Stalinist bureaucracy as "counterrevolutionary
through and through" owes more to the social-democratic
anti-Sovietism of Max Shachtman and equates simple
membership in the Communist Party with being a part of
the bureaucracy.
In the Transitional Program, the founding document of
the Fourth International, Trotsky wrote that "all shades of
political thought are to be found among the bureaucracy:
from genuine Bolshevism (Ignace Reiss) to complete fascism (F. Butenko)." Trotsky saw that the bureaucracy was
not a new ruling class but a brittle and contradictory caste.
He foresaw that under the impact of proletarian political
revolution a section of the bureaucracy would come over
to the side of those rebelling against Stalinist rule. This was
witnessed during the Hungarian Revolution of 1956.
In 1938 Trotsky observed: "If tomorrow the bourgeoisfascist grouping, the 'faction of Butenko,' so to speak,
should attempt the conquest of power, the 'faction of Rei'ss'
inevitably 'would align itself on the opposite side of the
barricades. Although it would find itself temporarily the
. ally of Stalin, it would nevertheless defend not the Bonapartist clique but the social base of the USSR, i.e., the

,a.,.

The English edition includes "The
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Opposition leader 'frequently presented
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property' wrenched away from
formed into state property."
'In July 1937, Ignace Reiss,
GPU, declared in a letter to the
Communist Party of th~ USSR:

the capitalists and transwho had worked for tlie
Central Committee of the
.
,

"No, I cannot stand it any longer. I take my freedom of
action. I return to Lenin, to his doctrine, to his acts.
"I intend to devote my feeble forces to the cause of Lenin.
I want to continue the fight, for only our victory-that of
the proletarian revolution-will free humanity of capitalism
and the U.S.S.R. of Stalinism.
"Forward' to 'new struggles! For ihe Fourth International!"

hi September 1937, Reiss was murdered by the Stalinists
in Switzerland.
By the BSA's maxim Reiss would have been dealt with
as simply another "counterrevolutionary" Stalinist~like
the 21 members of the Iraqi Communist Party whose exeClition they hailed.
When it wants to' this outfit can spout orthodox Leninism
but they are, to borrow Lenin's term, "political bandits,"
i.e., political pirates who, will show any flag to attack any
target. When it has suited their own episodic interests the
BSA's International Committee has turned to the capitalist
courts arid taken, subsidies from oil-rich regimes, served
the Queen and the venal right-wing British trade-union bureaucracy by smearing tlie leader of striking unionists on
the eve of a desperate class battle, and have generally
crawled before alien class forces, above all any and every
force hostile to the social gains that exist for the working
people in the collectivized property forms from the Soviet
Union to Eastern Europe to Havana,
, ,The Healyite!Northite tendency has always made a big
deal out of its supposed '''international'' organization,
which in practice meant that Healy and his British group
called the tune and everyone else danced. At ihe same time,
they ,are second to nobody,not even the ultra-legalistic
American SWP,' in their use of reactionary American legislation to justify ~'.federated organization, To a man, the
American fake~Trotskyists ': have hidden behind the
"Voorhis Act," a patently unconstitutional, unenforced U,S,
law (passed nearly 50 'years, ago and never used against
anyone) "prohibiting".international affiliation-a very convenient screen behind, which centri,sts and reformists hide
to preserve their freedom to,carry out mutually incompatible opportunist ventures on each national terrain, By contrast, our American sectio'n, the Spartacist League/U,S" has
denounced this reactionary law-and has ignored it, While
the revisionists embrace an excuse to disaffiliate from their
overseas comrades, we take pride in the vibrant debates
~nd common discipline of international democratic central-

,

Verlag Haus am Checkpoint Charlie

17 June 1953: East German workers march In workers'
district of West Berlin.' DDR 'workers said: "We're
cleaning house In Pankow [East Berlin], you sweep out
'
the crap In Bonn."
ism, a necessary corrective to the pr~ssures of oile's "own"
imperialist ruling class,
Like the social, democrats who claim to be "socialists"
and the Stalinists who claim, to be' "communists," the
revisionists who pose as "Trotskyists" have left a trail of
slime wherever they ,have gone, In their opportunism, they
recall Oscar Wilde's famous description of a fox hunt: "the
unspeakable in pursuit of the in'edible."

III. The Balance Sheet
Return to 'the Road of Lenin and Trotsky!
One-party rule is a synonym for Stalinism, Now the lid
has come off and the working people of ihe DDR are demanding personal freedom, free speech, democracy, If
these legitimate aspirations for democratic liberties are not
to be wielded by imperialism and its social-democratic
agents for capitalist restoration, they must be expressed in
the creation of a regime'based on workers councils which
include the whole of the working people: soldiers, foreign

laborers, technicians, farm worker~, the mass of office
workers;with advisory status for students, intellectuals and
pensioners, Workers democracy ,means passionate political
debate among the parties in workers councils over all the
urgent political and economic problems and the alternative
programs put forward for solving them, It means free and
open discussion and, when the issues are serious, it means
vituperative and if necessary factional struggle. Anything
less than the democracy of freely elected workers councils
is fake-bureaucratically controlled elections or else "free
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American Trotskyist leader James P. Cannon (Inset),
Indicted with other SWP and Teamsters union leaders
In 1941 for opposition to U.S. Imperialism'S war plans.
The SWP's Militant steadfastly stood for defense of
gains of October Revolution.

elections" coerced and financed by conduits of imperialism
acting upon an atomized mass.
The Stalinists always taunt that Trotskyism is insignificant in size and chronically faction-ridden. Yet the faction
fights that have taken place since the inception of Trotsky's
Fourth International over 50 years ago ,have been struggles
to preserve for the. cause of the proletariat internationally
the principles and revolutionary traditions that were
brought to bear by Lenin's Bolshevik Party in leading the
toiling masses of the former tsarist empire to victory.
We of the International Communist League (Fourth Internationalist) have small forces; our achievements, if modest, have been vital and sometimes powerful. We have'
fought to preserve and to the best of our capacities a<;tively
bring to bear in struggle the program Qf genuine Trotskyism. We are the tendency that has led the fight in America
for militant mobilizations of labor and minorities which
have successfully stopped fascists like the Ku Klux Klan
and American Nazi-lovers from staging provocations in
major U.S. cities. Carrying forward Trotsky's agitation for
a united front of the powerful German workers movement
to crush Hitler's fascists before they had consolidated their
power (as against Ernst Thalmann's empty 'Third Period"
braggadocio: "nach Hitler wir"), we have fought to wield
the power of the multiracial American labor movement in
successful exemplary actions against the fascists who are
a terrorist spearhead of capitalist r~action, union-busting and
official racism.
We started as an oppositional tendency within the Amer-

ican Socialist Workers Party against that organization's embrace of Castro's petty-bourgeois guerrillas as the
modem-day equivalent of Lenin and Trotsky's Bolsheviks.
While defending the Cuban Revolution and celebrating this
defeat of U.S. imperialism, we understood that in the absence of mobilizing the proletariat il) its own class interests
under a revolutionary leadership, the outcome could only'
paraBel the Stalinist bureaucracies in the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe.
Deformed by the pressures of McCarthyism and the Cold
War, the SWP in the early 1960s adapted to the same revisionism that led the Pabloists to proclaim that Stalinism
could play a "roughly revolutionary role." The founding
cadre of our tendency were expelled from the then-centrist
SWP in 1963-64. Shortly thereafter the SWP completely
degenerated into reformism. Echoing the defeatist wing of
American imperialism during the Vietnam War, the SWP
campaigned around the "single-issue" social-patriotism of
."Bring Our Boys Home,~' building huge rallies where the
only program presented. was that of the Democratic Party
politicians who' saw the war as a "mistake" (because it
was losing) by America's otherwise "peace-loving"
. policy makers.
We fought for the military victory of the NLF against
U.S. imperialism and called for. working-class political
strikes in the United States against the war. At the same
time we recognized that the Vietnamese Stalinists, limited
by the nationalist dogma of "socialism in one country" and
corresponding futile attempts at. "peaceful coexistence"
with the imperialist enemies; could not bring about the socialist Ii beration of the workers and peasants of that desperately impoverished and backward country. The
achievement of that goal required a revolutionary proletarian internationalist leadership, one which was represented
by the Vietnamese Trotskyists who led the 1945 Saigon
uprising and who were· murdered by the Vietnamese
Stalinists.
The rapid degeneration of the once-revolutionary U.S.
Socialist Workers Party, which had fought to preserve
Trotskyism against the anti-Soviet Sh~chtman opposition
and initially against the revisionist current in Europe, reflected the party's stagnation and isolation for more than a
decade during the McCarthyite anti-Communist witch hunt.
Nonetheless, we have always treasured the heritage which
we gained from the American party. It was founded from
,leading cadre of the early Communist Party of the United
States who fought against the Stalinist degeneration of that
organization.
, The principal leader of American Trotskyism, James P:
Cannon, made at least four trips to Moscow as a delegate
to the Communist International. From the Sixth CI Con-'
gress in 1928, Cannon brought back to America Trotsky'S
renunciat,ion of the course' being pursued by the Starmist~
. in the. Soviet Union and internationally, which is now pub-:
lished under the title The Third International After Lenin:
Although our tendency has only existed for 25 years it
embodies a continuity that goes straight back to Lenin and
Trotsky's Communist International.
In the early 1960s the comrades who went on to found
our tendency internationally were attracted to Gerry Healy's
International Committee which at least on paper wrote very
impressively.in defense of a\lt!Jentic Trotskyism. In 1962
we got a taste of Healy's organizational methods when,
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CIA's Afghan mujahedin murder schoolteachers for
bringing literacy and education to young women.

through the agency of his American toady Tim Wohlforth,
Healy broke up the left-wing tendency in the Socialist
Workers Party. On behalf of Healy and in pursuit of
supreme local authority for himself, Wohlforth--claiming
that we had a "split perspective" and that it was necessary
at all costs to remain in the SWP which remained a "revolutionary party" (!)-split the opposition to the SWP's right
turn, cut· it off from winning valuable comrades from a
section of the old-time SWP membership and set up our
tendency for expulsion from the SWP in a situation of
weakness and isolation.
We refused to accept the 1962 rupture as definitive given
that, despite their unprincipled organizational practices,
Healy/Wohlforth still proclaimed to stand on a program of
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anti-revisionism. Yet the declaration by the Spartacist delegation at the 1966 London conference of Healy's IC that
"Up to now, we have not (jone very well, in our opinion,
in smashing the Pabloites" was considered one of our.
greatest crimes by Gerry Healy and his followers who declared themselves to be the Fourth International. According
to Healy's megalomaniacal posturings, the revisionism of
Pablo, Ernest Mandel and:Joseph Hansen had long since
been destroyed within the working-class movement.
That generation of communist trade unionists, in good
part revolutionary syndicalists, who had been won over by
the victory of the October Revolution to Lenin and
Trotsky's Third International, not least by Lenin's book
"Left-Wing" Communism: An Infantile Disorder, found in
James P. Cannon and his faction, one of the three that led
the Communist (Party in the Uni ted States in the early
1920s; senIor CommunIst functIOnaries who VOIced theIr
interests and feelings. In f966 we were simply following
Jim Cannon's precept to say what is, an idea quite alien to
maximum leaders and meg·alomaniacs.
Healy's break with us and our demand for the reform of
his group was followed within one year by a host of major
political differences as Healy broke loose from such political anchors as he had had. These were exemplified in an
already extant dropping of any political criticism of
Vietnamese Stalinism in the'just war against U.S. i.hperialism. Within a year the Healyites were enthusing over
Mao's Red Guards during the Chinese Cultural Revolution
and had embraced the "Arab Revolution" as permanent,
continuous and always requiring of support no matter what
the particulars. The latter was to becom'e the source 'of millions in pounds sterling from the grateful local masters and
exploiters of this chronic "Arab Revolution."
As for Tim Wohlforth, he was unceremoniously dumped
by Healy in 1974. After years of serving as Healy's fawning
American accomplice, who emulated his mentor's organiza-
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Soviet veterans of Afghan war commemorate their comrades who
fell doing their internationalist duty (left). Women In Afghanistan
take up arms to defend social progress.
tional practices of Stalinist-style gangsterism, suppression
and slander, when Wohlforth was deposed as National Secretary of the Workers League he suddenly "discovered" that:
"Open discussion and political struggle was discouraged by
Comrade Healy's tendency to push every discussion to the
most extreme point and to seek to break the p'erson who disagreed with Comrade Healy. Only the most muted discussion ever took place in the international movement under
such conditions." Truly the son of the "god that failed," in
the 1980s Wohlforth resurfaced in the pages of rad-lib
journals as an academic-sounding neo-Kautskyan, nostalgic
for the "good old days" of Shachtmanism. What Wohlforth
doesn't mention is his own history as the bullying Ilder
nlliximo of a particularly nasty Healyite section.
From a handful of people in the United States we continued'the fight to root out the revisionism which had de-
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stroyed Trotsky's' Fourth International. Our tendency extended itself internationally through political struggle to
win cadre and militants away from organizations which
laid claim to being Trotskyist while they betrayed every
fundamental principle on which the Fourth International
had been founded. In the 1960s this was largely fought
over the question of permanent revolution vs. guerrillaism
and pro-Stalinist enthusiasm. In the 1970s, the major question was the defense of the class independence of the proletariat against suicidal popular-front alliances with the
class enemy, particularly as exemplified in Allende's Chile.
With the onset of "Cold War II," the question that was
concretely posed was the defense ohhe gains of the October Revolution. We forthrightly championed the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan declaring: "Hail Red Army in
Afghanistan-Extend Social Gains of October to Afghan
Peoples!" The PDPA government which came to power in
1978 in Afghanistan was based overwhelmingly on students, schoolteachers and Soviet-trained officers who, having some direct comparative experience of how truly
backward their country was, sought far-reaching modernization. As soon as the PDPA regime attempted to implement its reforms-particularly education for girls and the
lowering of the bride price-in the countryside, it was confronted by a reactionary insurgency organized by landlords,
tribal chieftains and mullahs.
It was only the intervention of the Red Army which objectively provided an external social base for a thoroughgoing social transformation of the pre-feudal class
structure existing in the country. This was not the proletarian internationalist Red Army led by Trotsky. Nonetheless
we heralded the intervention of Soviet troops in Afghanistan as not only a defense of the USSR against imperialist
encirclement but as a military force whose battle against
CIA-financed Islamic reaction necessarily generated the
possibility of bringing the social progress embodied in the
remaining gains of the Russian Revolution to Afghanistan.
After the Soviet troops had been withdrawn we offered
to organize international brigades to fight in defense of
social progress against the bloodthirsty mujahedin in Af-
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ghanistan. We anticipated drawing into this internationalist
effort not merely volunteers from our own forces but from
the ranks of militant fighters in many parts of the globe
who would recognize in the defense of heroic lalalabad an
opportunity to strike a powerful blow against the imperial. ist system by which they are themselves oppressed and
dispossessed. We also calculated that the formation of an
international brigade could have a powerful effect within
the Soviet Union among veterans of the Afghanistan intervention, many of whom-both officers and enlisted mensee themselves as having performed an internationalist
duty in Afghanistan which was shamefully left unfinished
when the Soviet troops were withdrawn in the name of
international "detente." Thus in offering to "fight to the
death" against the agents of imperialism and reaction in
Afghanistan, we were at the same time seeking to push
forward the program of Leninist internationalism and proletarian political revolution within the Soviet Union itself.
When the government of Afghanistan turned aside our
offer of a brigade as militarily unnecessary, at their request
we undertook a publicity and fund-raising campaign for the
embattled civilians of lalalabad as a vehicle to bring the
Afghanistan civil war to the attention of the working people of many countries. This work was an impetus toward
our changing our name from "international Spartacist tendency" to International Communist League, in recognition
that over the Afghanistan issue and in response to developments in the USSR and Eastern Europe, there would be
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Verlag

found many subjective communists who want to be in a
communist organization worthy of the name. The lalalabad
campaign was also central to extending the Partisan Defense Committee (a legal and social defense organization
inspired by the early work of the International Red Aid and
its American section, the Interriational Labor Defense) into
Western Europe and Australia.
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London, 28 October 1989: Spartaclst League/Britain protests death of Kurdish victim of Thatcher's racist imrniclra·
tion laws (left). Partisan Defense CommlHee launches campaign to aid civilian victims of Jalalabad siege. orcIC";S
and unionists mobilized by the Spartaclst League/U.S. celebrate victory over KKK fascists, Washington, D.C.,
27 November 1982 (boHom).

In 1981 we recognized that the leadership ofSolidarnosc
were traitors to the working class on behalf of NATO imperialism. The rest of'those who are now trying to present themselves as "Trotskyists" in East Germany cheered
Solidarnosc. They saw a chance to earn their stars and
stripes as a left cover for the social democrats and the
pro-capitalist "labor statesmen" who long ago enlisted as
junior partners in imperialism's war drive against the
Soviet Union.
Cold War II also produced defectors and renegades from
olir organization. Today they call themselves the Bolshevik
Tendency and the Gruppe Vierte Internationale. Based in
North America, the BT are parasites who often will put
forward a parody of our positions (an irri'itation which is
similarly attempted by the British Workers Power organization) while staging repeated provocations against our organization. As for the BT's own political positions, besides
hatred of the Soviet Union, these highly dubious provoca-

teurs appear to dislike American blacks, are solicitous of
Zionism and praise the indiscriminant mass killings of
Americans. Of the state agencies in the world only the
Mossad, the Israeli secret police, has similar appetites. Although they claim to be a separate organization the West
German GIVIs have operated as the knowing cohorts of the
BT, keeping whatever political differences they have an
internal secret.
.
Now, when the Polish working class faces unemployment;
austerity and immiseration under the Solidarnosc-Ied government, the false pretenders to Trotskyism are all trying
to cover, downplay or otherwise evade their years of slavish'
support to this agency for the CIA, Western bankers and
the Vatican. Now suddenly they "discover" the millions of
American dollars funneled into SolidarnosC' coffers and
even publish "exposes" of the role of Irving Brown bf
the "AFL-CIA," a professional buster of left-led unions
beginning in postwar Western Europe more than 40 years

,.;. ,"
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ago, whose invitation to Solidarnost' 1981 congress they
somehow a:ll neglected to mention at the time. By their
genuflections in the direction of "Trotskyism" today, these
opportunists pay involuntary tribute to the power and
persistence of authentic Trotskyism which has told the
working people the truth all along.
The call for "communist unity against imperialism
through political revolution". was first raised by our tendency at the time of the Sino-Soviet split. Unlike the Stalinists who seek through . appeaseineni . to persuade
imperialism to join in "detente," we understand that the
capitalist 'rulers have never reconciled themselves to the
loss of the deformed workers states from the realm of direct imperialist exploitation. ·From the invasion of Russia
by 14 foreign armies during the Civil War to the dropping'
of atom bombs on an already defeated enemy in a racist
war crime largely aimed at intimidating the USSR for the
forthcoming division of the spoils between the victors of
World War II, the imperialists by their actions themselves
expose the futility of "peaceful coexistence" illusions. A
great gift to imperialism is Stalinist nationalism, as each
regime seeks to mitigate capitalist hostility to itself by offering to sacrifice other people's revolutions. Refusing to
be taken in by the more militant rhetoric occasionally
found expedient by the Stalinist betrayers, as early as 1969
we predicted China's rapprochement with the U.S. which'
has led to Mao and his successors' despicable service as
imperialist cat's paw from the Vietnamese border to southern.Africa.
Today the call for communist unity against imperialism
through political revolution has' acquired even greater urgency as the question of "which class shall rule" is posed
in Eastern Europe. The tyranny of the capitalist world market will never be abolished until it is supplanted by a world
planned economy. B\lt in the meantime, through the shattering of the Stalinist bureaucracies, who now strive, for
national economic self-sufficiency, a 'unified and more rational planned economy can be created from East Berlin to
Hanoi. This must result in a vast improvel11ent in the quality and quantity of consumer goods through a multinational
division of labor, producing a great strengthening in the,
overall efficiency and modernization of the whole economies of these workers states.
, There is a historic link between the German, Polish and
Russian working classes particularly as embodied in Rosa
Luxemburg, a Polish Jew and German Communist leader.
The worshippers of Pilsudski's fascistic dictatorship who
head Solidarnosc despise what Luxemburg was and everything she stood for. The Stalinists malign her. The Social
Democracy, which was responsible 'for her murder, now
seeks to portray her as a "democratic" alternative to Bolshevism. But proletarian internationalists hail Luxemburg
just as she hailed the Russian Revolution at the founding
conference of the German Communist Party in 1918. Now
is the time to reverse the defeats of the German Revolution,
which'led to the rise 'of the Stalinist bureaucracy in the
Soviet Union, through prole1arian political revolution from
East Germany and Warsaw'io Moscow and Beijing.
The world's ruling, chisses, above all the American im- '
perialists, are celebrating the "death of Communism." They
hope to exterid their system' of niw exploitation, poverty
and racism to the, Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, a task
for which the social democrats have eagerly enlisted.

Shpuld they succeed it- would mean bloodycounterrevolu c
tion within the deformed workers 'states (counterrevolution
is no more a "peaceful," "evolutionary" process than revolution) and the intensificaiion of interimperialist rivalries
in the fight to divide the spoils, heightening the prospect
of thermonuclear World War III.
What we are seeing is not the "death of Communism"
but the unraveling of the Stalinist bureaucracies. The
choices are starkly posed--either workers soviets to replace the corrupt, nationalist Stalinist bureaucracies or a
string of imperialist viciories and the terrible immiseration
of the masses in the workers siili'es and elsewhere. This
cannot be separated' from the need for revolutionary struggle against the rule of capital by"the working people in the
'imperialist West.
.'
Marxists believe that revolutionary leadership is decisive-the intervention of the conscious factor into history
at crucial moments. Capitalism is a stinking corpse, but
those whose misleadership of the workers has granted the
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Trotskyist paper Arbeiter und Soldat, circulated In illegality, aimed at revolutionary fraternization with the German
workers In uniform. Editor Martin Monat (above) was assassinated by the Gestapo In 1944.

imperialist system a multitude of 'new leases on· life still
"prove" that that system can't be overthrown because ... it
has not been overthrown. Humanity has in effect paid
thrice for the failure of a party like Lenin's Bolsheviks to
emerge in Germany during the revolutionary wave following World War 1. First, the failure of the German Revolution and the consequent isolation and Stalinist'degeneration
of the Soviet Union. Second, Hitler's rise leading to the
holocaust of world war-the German ruling class handed
the country over to the Nazis because it was terrified of the
spectre of workers power, but the 'German workers mov~
ment lacked the resolute revolutionary leadership to smash
capitalist rule instead. of merely scaring the rulers. Finally,
the Stalinists' commitment to allying with "democratic"
imperialism allowed Western European capitalism to
restabilize its class rule throughout West Europe after
World War II, opening the way to the Cold War.
Now once again the Gennan proletariat stands at a crossroads of history. If the workers of the DDR take power into
thei r own hands, they will not only electrify the working
class of West Gennany and the advanced capitalist countries, they will as well send a powerful internationalist
message to the workers and soldiers in the USSR and in
every other country where capitalism has been overthrown
but where Stalinist conservatism and nationalism has created n'ew blocks to the extension of the revolution.
Since the invention of tlie·"theory" of "socialism in one
country," Stalinism has been the antithesis of Leninist internationalism. Today in East Germany nationalism openly
serves the ap·petites of the Frankfurt bankers for capitalist
reunification of Germany. Return to the revolutionary internationalism of Lenin! Concretely today, the revolutionary workers of the DDR must extend the hand of fraternity
to the Soviet soldiers whir perform a lonely duty to world
peace as the military. bulwark against rapacious NATO imperialism, and to the Vietnamese immigrant workers who
have daily endured official and unofficial racist mistreatment in a DDR ruled by an arrogant Stalinist· regime.
On the eve of World War II, Trotsky observed with increasing urgency th·at the objective preconditions for world
proletarian revolution.were, overripe, but what was lacking

to uproot decadent capitalism on the world scale and establish a socialist world order was an authentic revolutionary
leadership. Trotsky's insistence on the need for "a party, a
party and once again a party," has only become more desperately urgent.
The International Communist League offers itself in the
struggle to return to the authentic Communist tradition of
the Bolsheviks of Lenin and Trotsky'S time. We are COrrh.
pelled to believe that our fidelity to the work of Lenin
and its continuation by Ttotskynecessarily means that the
ICL and its Gennan section, the Spartakist-Arbeiterpartei
Deutschlands, fonnerly the Trotzkistlsche Liga Deutschlands, represents the highest expression of scientific socialism, the hope of humanity.
But, we too remain subject to the great pressures of the
class struggle, press~res which demand new answers.
Among our ranks we strongly need those who share a revolutionary perspective in order that Marxist answers addressing the interests. of the working people will continue
to emerge from the SpAD and our tendency internationally-expressed by a majority, or ifn'ecessary, a minority.
So long as the struggle. for \he emancipation of the proletariat from the tyranny of the imperialist bourgeoisie continues to develop and be fought for, there will necessarily
be fights to preserve and extend the program of revolutionary internationalism that inspired Lenin and Trotsky'S Bolsheviks against alien class pressures. Workers councils
committed to the historic interests of the proletariat, above
all internationally, must be ·thedecisive arbiters in such
disputes. Meanwhile all the impostors arid fakers, who drag.
the banner of Leninism through all' the· old crap, must
be fought.
We hope that we will be joined through a common polit-·
ical program with many individ.uals, loose fonnations and
at least sections of parties in pursuit of our c.ommongoal. ,
• For proletarian political revolution; the rule of workers
soviets, to replace the corrupt parasitic Stalinist bureauc-,
racies who endanger ·the socialist foundations of the workers states! Defend the Soviet ·Union against imperialism
and internal counterrevolution!
.• No 10 the capitalist reunification of Gennany! For so-
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viet power in the DDR! For socialist revolution in West
Germany! For a red soviet Germany in Socialist United
State~ of Europe!
.• For a Leninist-egalitarian party, regrouping all revolutionary internationalist forces in a German section of a reborn Fourth International!
• For world socialist revolution! Return to the.road of
Lenin and Trotsky!

a

This article is dedicated to:
Marcel Hie, French Trotskyist leader who was the driving
force in organizing (he Trotskyist European Secretariat in
Nazi-occupied Europe. Arrested in 1943, deported to
Buchenwald, murdered by the Nazis at the Dora concentration camp;
Piet van't Hart, leader of the Committee of Revolutionary Marxists who fought with great heroism in illegality in
Holland under Nazi occupation;
Pietro Tresso (Blasco), member of the Political Bureau
of the Italian Communist Party, expelled by Togliatti, organizer of the International Left Opposition and member
of its International Secretariat in the 1930s. Died mysteriously while being "helped" to escape from a Nazi prison
by Stalinist partisans;
Abram Leon, secretary of the Belgian Trotskyist section,
leading Marxist theoretician on the Jewish question, arrested and killed by Nazis in Auschwitz in 1944;
Walter.Held (Heinz Epe), member of the KPD expelled
as a "Trotskyist" in 1932, leader of the German section of
the Left OppoSition," "disappeared" after being arrested
while trying to cross the Soviet Union by train in 1941;
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Martin Monat (Widelin), member of.the European Secretariat; editor of Arbeirer lind So/dar, assassinated by the
Gestapo in 1944;

Oskar Hippe, participant in the 1918 Spartacus uprising,
founding member of the KPD and the German Left Opposition, jailed by the Nazis from 1934-36, arrested in the
DDR in 1948 for organizing a Trotskyist group and imprisoned for eight years;
and to the thousands of other revolutionaries who died di-'
rectly at Stalin's hands in the Soviet Union; the hundreds
of other militants from many lands, including the valiant
comrades of South and East Asia, who fought and mostly
died in the hands of that terrible excrescence of capitalism-Nazism. No one will ever know how their destruction
facilitated "order" toward the end of World War II.
The International Secretariat of the
International Communist League
(Fourth Internationalist)
For further background and documentation to this article we refer
our readers to the fOllowing articles and publications of the
International Communist League:
"Genesis of Pabloism," Sparraeist No. 21, Fall 1972.
"From Cream Puffs to Food Poisoning," Workers Vanguard
No. 349,2 March 1984 [on the Bolshevik Tendency, formerly the
External Tendency].
"Healyism Implodes," Spar/aeist No. 36-37-, Winter 1985-86.
"The SWP-A Strangled Party," Spartaeist No. 38-39, Summer
1986.
"Documents on the 'Proletarian Military Policy'," Prometheus·
Research Series No.2, February 1989.
"Why Should Anyone Believe David North?" Workers Vanguard
No. 487, 13 October 1989.
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